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System of Arrangement
Records that are responsive to this FOIA request were found in one collection area—Bush Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files.

Scope and Content
The materials in FOIA 2012-3136-S are a selective, not necessarily all inclusive, body of documents responsive to the topic of the FOIA. Researchers should consult the archivist about related materials.

FOIA 2012-3136-S contains materials from the files of National Security Council staff member Robert L.
Hutchings.

The Staff and Office Files contain routine transmittal forms and memoranda; reports and cables pertaining to proposed economic assistance for eastern European countries; correspondence from private interest groups requesting or advocating for foreign aid to eastern Europe; and routine memoranda related to U.S.–Turkish relations, U.S. trade policy and initiatives for eastern Europe, and delegations to observe democratic elections in Bulgaria.

The following is a list of documents and folders processed in response to FOIA 2012-3136-S.

**Bush Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files**

National Security Council

Hutchings, Robert L., Files—Chronological Files

1989 [1] [OA/ID CF00683]
1989 [2] [OA/ID CF00683]
1989 [3] [OA/ID CF00683]
1989 [4] [OA/ID CF00683]
1989 [5] [OA/ID CF00683]
1989 [6] [OA/ID CF00683]
January 1990 [1] [OA/ID CF00683]
January 1990 [2] [OA/ID CF00683]
February 1990 [1] [OA/ID CF00683]
February 1990 [2] [OA/ID CF00683]
March 1990 [1] [OA/ID CF00683]
March 1990 [2] [OA/ID CF00683]
March 1990 [3] [OA/ID CF00683]
April 1990 [1] [OA/ID CF00683]
April 1990 [2] [OA/ID CF00683]
May 1990 [1] [OA/ID CF00683]
May 1990 [2] [OA/ID CF00683]
May 1990 [3] [OA/ID CF00683]
June 1990 [1] [OA/ID CF00683]
June 1990 [2] [OA/ID CF00683]
January 1991 [OA/ID CF00684]
February 1991 [OA/ID CF00684]
March 1991 [1] [OA/ID CF00684]
March 1991 [2] [OA/ID CF00684]
April 1991 [1] [OA/ID CF00684]
April 1991 [2] [OA/ID CF00684]
May 1991 [1] [OA/ID CF00684]
May 1991 [2] [OA/ID CF00684]
May 1991 [3] [OA/ID CF00684]
June 1991 [OA/ID CF00684]
July 1991 [OA/ID CF00684]
Turkey [OA/ID CF00684]
Yugoslavia – Intelligence [CF00684]
Turkey – Armenian Genocide Issue/Resolution [OA/ID CF00684]
Turkey – Memcons / Telcons [OA/ID CF00684]
August 1991 [OA/ID CF00685]
September 1991 [OA/ID CF00685-
October 1991 [1] [OA/ID CF00685]
October 1991 [2] [OA/ID CF00685]
November 1991 [OA/ID CF00685]
December 1991 [OA/ID CF00685]
July 1990 [OA/ID CF00685]
August 1990 [1] [OA/ID CF00685]
August 1990 [2] [OA/ID CF00685]
September 1990 [1] [OA/ID CF00685]
September 1990 [2] [OA/ID CF00685]
September 1990 [3] [OA/ID CF00685]
October 1990 [1] [OA/ID CF00685]
October 1990 [2] [OA/ID CF00685]
November 1990 [1] [OA/ID CF00685]
November 1990 [2] [OA/ID CF00685]
December 1990 [OA/ID CF00685]
January 1992 [OA/ID CF01513]
February 1992 [OA/ID CF01513]
March 1992 [OA/ID CF01513]
April 1992 [OA/ID CF01513]
May 1992 [OA/ID CF01513]
June 1992 [OA/ID CF01513]
July 1992 [OA/ID CF01513]
[Adrian] Basora – Travel [1] [OA/ID CF01513]
[Adrian] Basora – Travel [2] [OA/ID CF01513]
[Robert] Hutchings – Travel [1] [OA/ID CF01513]
[Robert] Hutchings – Travel [2] [OA/ID CF01513]
[Robert] Hutchings – Travel [3] [OA/ID CF01513]
[Robert] Hutchings – Travel [5] [OA/ID CF01513]
CSCE [Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe] Program, Helsinki [1] [OA/ID CF01513]
CSCE [Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe] [1] [OA/ID CF01513]
CSCE [Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe] [2] [OA/ID CF01513]
CSCE [Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe] Arms Control (34) [1] [OA/ID CF01513]
CSCE [Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe] Arms Control (34) [2] [OA/ID CF01513]

Hutchings, Robert L., Files—Country Files
Albania [1] [OA/ID CF01410]
Albania [2] [OA/ID CF01410]
Arctic [CF01410]
Malta Summit [OA/ID CF01410]
Liechtenstein [OA/ID CF01410]
Ireland [OA/ID CF01410]
Hungary – Intelligence [OA/ID CF01410]
Hungary – General [OA/ID CF01410]
Hungary – Cables [OA/ID CF01410]
Romania – Cables [OA/ID CF01410]
Romania – Correspondence [OA/ID CF01410]
Romania – Meetings [OA/ID CF01410]
Romania – Statements [OA/ID CF01410]
Austria – Memcon / Telcons [OA/ID CF01412]
Berlin – Cables [OA/ID CF01413]
Berlin – Correspondence [OA/ID CF01413]
Berlin – Intelligence Reports [OA/ID CF01413]
Berlin – Memcons/Telcons [OA/ID CF01413]
Berlin – Proclamations/Messages [OA/ID CF01413]
German Democratic Republic (GDR) – Cables [OA/ID CF01413]
German Democratic Republic (GDR) – Correspondence [OA/ID CF01413]
German Democratic Republic (GDR) – Intelligence Reports [OA/ID CF01413]
German Democratic Republic (GDR) – Meetings and Visits [OA/ID CF01413]
German Democratic Republic (GDR) – Proclamations/Statements/
Messages [OA/ID CF01413]
Germany, Federal Republic of – Cables [OA/ID CF01413]
Germany, Federal Republic of – Correspondence [1] [OA/ID CF01413]
Germany, Federal Republic of – Correspondence [2] [OA/ID CF01413]
Germany, Federal Republic of – Correspondence [3] [OA/ID CF01413]
Germany, Federal Republic of – Correspondence [4] [OA/ID CF01413]
Germany, Federal Republic of – General [OA/ID CF01413]
Germany, Federal Republic of – Intelligence Reports [OA/ID CF01413]
Germany, Federal Republic of – Memcons/Telcons [OA/ID CF01413]
United Germany [1] [OA/ID CF01414]
United Germany [2] [OA/ID CF01414]
German Reunification [1] [OA/ID CF01414]
German Reunification [2] [OA/ID CF01414]
Germany Unification Negotiating Record [1] [OA/ID CF01414]
Germany Unification Negotiating Record [2] [OA/ID CF01414]
German Reunification – 2+4 [OA/ID CF01414]
[Germany – Miscellaneous Papers on Reunification] [OA/ID CF01414]
[Germany – Preamble] [OA/ID CF01414]
[Germany] 2+4/1+3 [CF01414]

Hutchings, Robert L., Files—Subject Files
Eastern Europe Aid and Coordinators [OA/ID CF01307]
Eastern Europe Trade Initiative [1] [OA/ID CF01307]
Eastern Europe Trade Initiative [2] [OA/ID CF01307]
Eastern Europe – Environment [OA/ID CF01307]
OECD [Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development]
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development] – Aid to Eastern
Europe [OA/ID CF01307]
OPIC [Overseas Private Investment Corporation] [OA/ID CF01307]
Export Import Bank (EXIM) [OA/ID CF01307]
Enterprise Fund for Czechoslovakia [OA/ID CF01307]
Poland – Paris Club [OA/ID CF01307]
Poland – Sachs Plan [OA/ID CF01307]
Poland – Private Sector Contribution[OA/ID CF01307]